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How To Find All Missing Persons / Unsolved Cases. 
And Collect All Reward Offers. Volume XX. THE 

CASE OF LISA GOVAN  
 

BACKGROUND INFORMATION 
 

CASE 

CATEGORY 

$1m Reward, Cold Cases 

DATE 

08 Oct 1999 

DESCRIPTION: 

28 years of age at time of disappearance. 

Fair complexion. 

154cms (approx. 5 feet) tall. 

Thin build. 

Brown hair.  

 

Blue eyes.  

 

Was last seen wearing a black skirt, a black long-sleeved top, black 

sandals and a leather choker with a dolphin pendant.  
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BACKGROUND:  

 

Lisa Govan was born in February 1971, she was 28 years of age at 

the time of her disappearance and lived on Cassidy Street in 

Kalgoorlie.  

 

CASE DETAILS:  

 

During the early hours of 8 October 1999, Lisa and some of her 

friends were at a social gathering at an address on Boulder Road in 

Kalgoorlie, just adjacent to the Foundry Hotel.  

 

Lisa remained at the address after her friends departed. 

This is the last confirmed sighting of Lisa and despite intensive 

inquiries and extensive media coverage Australia wide, Lisa has not 

been located. 

The person or persons responsible for Lisa’s disappearance have not 

yet been identified. 

If you have any information about the disappearance of Lisa Govan, 

please contact Crime Stoppers on 1800 333 000 or make an online 

report below. Please remember that you can remain anonymous if 

you wish and rewards are offered.  

 

INVESTIGATION: 

The WA Police Force remains committed and dedicated to finding 

those responsible for the disappearance and suspected homicide of 

Lisa.  

 

The matter is still an ongoing and active investigation that sits with 
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the Special Crime – Homicide Squad. 

Someone out there knows what happened to Lisa. 

Allegiances change over time. Relationships and circumstances 

change.  Someone has intimate knowledge that can help. 

And this one-million-dollar reward has the ability to change their 

life. 

But more importantly, it also has the ability to change the lives of 

Lisa’s family. 

They can possibly get answers as to what happened to their dear 

daughter and sister. 

If you know something – come forward – let us know.   
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TOMORROW’S WORLD ORDER’S PERSPECTIVES 
 
USE OF PREDEFINED AFTERLIFE PARAMETERS 
 
These guide souls the moment it exist the human body on its 
journey to Yahweh the creator these define what to do and what to 
expect as you go to hell or heaven if a souk leaves earth it enters 
ozone orbit and instantly everything reboots for it to start a new 
phase of life after living the earth’s body now what happens is that 
it enters the ozone orbit and a simply click caused by the sudden 
drop of pressure from -1186 to – 20  means the bottom shaft of the 
soul will lift rapidly and this pushes its back into the air higher than 
its head best example is a penguin but with real human legs and 
head just the shape now God created a life predefined program for 
them instead of asking what should I do and where should I go they 
instantly know from predefined stencils if you did well and talked 
most about God then heaven is for you if you did evil and talked 
more about the devil then the devil is yours now if we Ask what can 
be of humans without souks this is the answer dead forever your 
soul is you a new transformation to the electromagnetic waves life 
where you see Yahweh for the first time and praise him and wish 
you had seen him a long time ago because of his Majesty and will 
always be there forever now what are all these you may ask these 
are rules to be guided by in the creation court in short it has 
everything humans know about the judges and the presiding judge 
who will always be Yahweh and 84 angels surrounding the altar 28 
high priests who always say Yahweh have mercy on humans and 74 
smaller courts priests who always say Yahweh has mercy on humans 
and 96 princesses who say glory to Yahweh forever and ever amen 
we have 96 elders who always say if I can why he can’t meaning if 
the devil can drink blood why can’t Yahweh who created the devil 
and blood do the same now this is not the same as saying if the 
devil can kill why can Yahweh its more on professional grounds 
rather than challenging now if we look at the inside of the court we 
have 81 priests surrounding the altar who say Yahweh be merciful 
to humans but if they disobey you we put hem on trial for you and 
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kill them for you almighty Yahweh inside this is a round circle where 
Yahweh sits and asks questions now if we look deep inside the court 
you will see that there are other things that resemble earth high 
courts like benches and chairs 10 times human sizes for the gods 
who are so enormous 2 are equal to 84 billion humans in size   
predefined parameters for humans after death as in know what is 
inside is a large size of books the book of creation is among them 
with 10897867892836789012348678901245861789011 pages and 
is divided into humans first then chapter for animals then a chapter 
for angles then a chapter for gods and a chapter for Joseph 
Yahweh’s best friend and a chapter for Yahweh’s best friend’s wife 
Anna and a chapter for Yahweh’s wife Catitighit and lastly a chapter 
for Yahweh and recently a chapter for davidgomadza as Yahweh’s 
representative on earth marking the new beginnings starting in 
2025  

1. tell us who killed you 
2. tell us what killed you 
3. tell us why and who killed you 
4. tell us why you died 
5. tell us what could have been done and is not done 
6. tell us what could be and why 
7. tell is when this happened 
8. tell us why this is so 
9. tell us why this is so 
10. what can be done to improve this 
 
What does the book of creation say about davidgomadza 

David Gomadza is the first and last ruler to be appointed by Yahweh 
fir the next 25 billion years and will act as his representative on 
earth deciding cases and upholding his principles on earth and as 
such has been entitled to 489 trillion dollars in assets this number 
signifies eternity among humans and the beginning of a new Era 
chapter 
786789280289386284189028768901832086789012348678901823
6487289128610 Creation manual the new Era of new 
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electromagnetic wave conduit signed and dated by Yahweh himself 
on 27may2024 at 237800 Yatime 
creation.universe.ya.start.end.find.davidgomadza.ya.askya.ya 
 
Ask.read.creation.manucreation.universe.ya.start.end.find.davidgo
maaskya.ya 
 
Ask.rulesofthecourt.start.now.start 
David Gomadza welcome the rules of court are guiding principles 
that tell you what to do and how to do it first you must always say I 
believe in the court of creation and I shall abide by he rules of this 
court and shall always do things according to the rules of this court 
in deciding the cases I am assigned to you must ask what can be 
done so that you know all your options before making choices the 
court system will make it easy to check files and ask the outcomes 
of the decision ask the court the final decision in any case. 
 
THE AFTERLIFE CONVERSATION AND THE COUNCIL 
OF CREATION'S ANAYLSIS. 
 
where are you i died i swear i died i was tied to a log and sunk deep 
into river idle at the bottom alive and has been there ever since  i 
asked a simple question what could be asking my aty which i 
discovered i had but no one ever told me and it said it could be 
deadly as death or as beautiful as sex all night with mr handsome 
blue jeans and she said okay make it handsome blue jeans who 
wants to die but it said that option is taken by me so i loved and said 
hey when did airplay become rodster this is not real sex can be 
between humans and it said okay if you think i am not attractive 
okay but i fuck you i mean up and that was the last time i spoke to it 
and it said i can if you can but i said what and it said i can if you  
lisa govan digital electromagnetic 
892863822741809928467891238901867890284128268386284 
electromagnetic wave number 
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286779828626399283742862879838218628468238319  
location river idle coordinates 
268384987683819264832849821028419836928719286382192841
601836170186237810 south of australia near aterstuvwxyz 
meaning river bed aterst where women young dive in summer time 
at exact 4.08 because the belief is that at this time eggs multiple in 
vagina meaning her phone number with her with dead battery is 
689876828410286789012367890121099286173982319289832681
0 now if we ask what happened she was strangled alive by aterp 
who said if she can't fuck what's the point i might as well do this and 
call my girlfriend and fuck her but then why waste time on stupid 
bitch then tied her to a big log because of the size she didn't scream 
as he had expected if she had scream he was going to let her go but 
she only said god will find you within 22 years or i die for nothing 
and screamed under water so loud that people 1.8 m away heard 
her and came running just after the heavy log had sunk and search 
and rescue did not go deep enough as sheriff postponed deep 
search after it started raining and later pretended it had been done 
and share the money with aterp who said if i can then you can and 
said if i was you i would have paid the search and rescue but ask 
them to not search thorough unless god does not exist in which he 
replied god never existed and will never exist until i get the top price 
of 1000000 in 20 years time and he said what could be could be but 
i think god exist but care little for stupid orphans who can wipe their 
arses and can't pay mortgage and he said the money will be mine 
you will see no one has failed to collect that money in over 50 years 
of the force establishment a way to thank each other now for 
working hard to preserve the force from extremist that care too 
much about people who are going to die because of drug abuse now 
if i ask we ask 20 critical questions 
why her 
who is her 
what her she has 
what can be done 
what could be 
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what was 
what can be 
what could be 
what was 
what would be 
what is to be 
what must be 
what would be 
what is to be 
what is 
what was 
what could be 
now if i ask her she is lisa govan who ran away home after 
something started eating away her vagina then asked for help just 
before she died 
she was an orphan 
she could have been a house owner 
she could have been a model 
she could have been a supermodel but 
if we ask her this is her reply i could be the best thing model now 
what is to be she could be dead but no one did anything to find her 
she was dead now if we ask what was she was a daughter of a rich 
tycoon who did capital gains tax by transferring the property to her 
house secretly until she turned 28 years in june and was quartered 
by monday 19 october just a day short of the house announcement 
so that she can't change the name on the house to a relative she 
had discovered and guess who took the house at a quarter the value 
pc stmnop sternp who said i can if all  can isn't it what cops are for 
to kill cover it and get away now what about her in the water she 
said if living is this painful then death is the only solution and tried 
to jump by herself but atersp said i can make things right just for a 
dollar i am big and so hurry i can send you to god but ask a question 
for me when he comes tell him to bring the answer so he said ask 
him if he can make me a millionaire without supplying anything and  
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his name is atersp who said if she can live then what can we say 
about life and pushed the trunk down the river screaming forgive 
me it's her choice god she said i can't bear it any more everything is 
falling off please i have no courage to kill myself let me die these 
crooks are evil my dad said be strong but we areca railey we don't 
lose property to a bunch of crooks in uniform especially that pc 
astopnr who said if they can escape paying capital gains tax then we 
can escape sinking all under the river bed but then again the father 
choose to kill himself using gasoline then he escaped but my word is 
my bond and his daughter will go as i said otherwise how will i look 
at my man and tell them this that little kiddie escape the grinder 
just like her daddy peterson idle who refused to jump in idle river 
hence his nickname idle but if we ask what could be he could be 
deep in this river floating instead of under the hellbelt burning now 
what do we police say about bodies that float forever they will 
never see Yahweh because how can the soul escape 
electromagnetic turbulence above all how can the soul die it is 
trapped alive forever if my theory is right then say what can be of 
this and know the truth if we are correct then the soul is still alive 
and  she is dead now let's check if the soul is alive 
where are you i am lisa's soul ever since i am alive trapped inside 
the body and inside the river plenty of electromagnetic waves in 
here but i can't escape nothing opens but i am alive this is the first 
time to speak to someone please don't let me die and i am not 
alone here who else is there. what's your name again codrey 
kstuvwxyz meaning michael's railey he was thrown tied to a log as 
well by atersp who said if i can throw in lisa govan a sweet angel i 
can do the same to you codrey and walk and you too go to god and 
say what can be of males who want money and take sisters for 
rounds but he was helping me and said i am related to you by blood 
my father is peterson but he refused me look what i can do even 
under water and imagine your father the early days and i said daddy 
can we have super alone in this water and cried all night because 
mummy has cancer and he said my princess a riley never give up 
houses to crooks in uniform unless he is under water there the soul 
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is so tormented that the house is not worth the troubles so when i 
stopped crying he was not my father but codrey michael's who also 
disappeared at the same time now what can be said about cops that 
kill relatives for property they will never find peace as the wrath of 
god will find them and keep up with them through the justice 
system if we ask what can be of these cops then Yahweh will bring 
them to justice if we look at this case then a pattern emerges the 
same cops who forced his father to gas himself because of threats 
of pushing him in the river and his lost son codrey and his daughter 
all this for a house is just not illegal  but can't be tolerated now if we 
ask what can be of people with houses then this is the answer they 
can be sure life is so short it hurts to know that some people who 
they thought they can trust are all doing all this for property now 
what is to be of all these cops then this is the answer they can  be 
sure that they will face justice in the end if we ask codrey michael's 
soul this is the answer if we ask you what happened in detail what is 
your answer i woke up with codrey gassed but suffered our dad 
tried to murder us with him that shocked me that i was so scared of 
life i panicked all the time then i met atersp who said i can't think of 
anything worse than your own father trying to kill you i start to 
distaste these rich people who think when they fail they have to 
take their kids with them to he and he said okay and i said okay 
what and he said okay i know what you are saying i will tell him next 
i see him and he said have you been with a psychiatrist and he said 
okay and i said okay what he said okay i will tell him and i kept quiet 
and he cried laughed farted and smiled and said okay and then okay 
i will tell him and i said what's wrong with you did you suffer brain 
damage and he said yes but a message keep playing i my head my 
dad said go to hell and tell the devil to get pc aternopqrs meaning 
astonp who had said i will put your soul in hell and your daughters 
at first i said i am afraid and he said if you ask what i think i will tell 
you then he said okay okay i will ask but something blasted him so 
hard his head fell in my hands and he said okay okay i wi and died 
and instantly something blasted me too but i fell to the ground on 
top of him and the corpse without a head said aty dying aty dying 
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help and it jumped into me and said keep quiet it was not me 
promise i was to protect him but he said he cook on gas to die fast 
so we laughed and he said you jump and go to heaven and say ya 
why ya my family gone and you smile why i can't understand you 
but i guess you too busy like me those days and he said okay okay i 
will now if we ask aty what happened this is his reply a can of gas 
connected to a valve deep into the fire and aimed at peterson big 
blasted so fast it removed his head with me and somehow after all 
those calculations i dropped in his head onto his son coddy but he 
fainted before the blast that he only head his father say okay okay i 
will now if i check then this is what happened inside him he said god 
help please don't let these crooks take my house capital gains tax 
according to charter 235 in 1979 was meant only to secure funding 
for the british royal family and nothing to or with us aussies these 
crooks misread the law and secretly use this law to steal valuable 
property at quarter the value and it hurts like burning in the fire and 
a voice asked had you died in the fire before and he said no then he 
said i can if you want but that's not the point i own a house named 
the berverly cop but nothing to do with these crooks but recently 
they started saying imagine a cop owning this house  and then 
change it to waverly cop then this would be great but if you imagine 
a railed staying inside then this is not the case because we need this 
house and he said she is 7.8 years old and if we ask what this means 
that means to keep the house in the family he can commit suicide 
and that make it homicide if he tried to kill his own son but after 10 
years on her 18th birthday they will give it to lisa due to the 10 
years maximum rule and now he programmed everything do that he 
son keep repeating the okay okay i will at a young age so that his 
daughter ask for the house at age 18 now if we ask what is to be 
then this is the answer she would ask on her 18 birthday to get her 
father's house back but the police had other ideas that they refused 
to give her back resulting in her death on her 18th birthday exactly 
with pc aternop celebrating and saying we did it exactly on the 18th 
but his brother is still alive this okay okay i will suddenly stopped 
what does that mean and he said if i ask the courts to check.if he is 
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crazy what would they say and his aty said nothing but how 
aggressive he died and you took his daughter and the house now his 
don please you are a registered cop not some cowboy who shot pigs 
but humans so drop it before i sent you to jail myself and the voice 
ended and he said old man you don't scare me a bit i killed those 
who thought were invincible and i am still killing and a voice as if 
inside him said i can tell another you know and he laughed and said 
one is one i can say you had me therefore whatever you say its you 
talking so give up okay okay i will and it made a lip sound saying see 
if i care buy be careful your recklessness might put me in danger too 
okay okay i will now if we ask her who put you in the river this is the 
sister aterps electromagnetic wave number 
886789866782348678901236789018386789012890123689012486
89012 and address at the time was 68982367 aseepty street 
australia and current electromagnetic activity is activate at 
geographic area 778628386781928763 now if we ask what is to be 
then this is the answer she could be dead but what can we say 
about souls that not die this is harsh and must not be tolerated but 
we must put things in place to make sure that this never happens in 
our life time but of it did then we must have solutions like what do 
we do do we leave the souk under water or rescue it now what can 
be done to the alive souls a brother and a sister as we can now 
understand these souls are ourselves but miniature versions that go 
to the king to continue life after death exactly as us but with less 
memory capacity now if we are to increase this memory capacity 
then what now i will show you the effect of death on souls then you 
understand why it is good to clone all souls while alive now i will 
place increase brain capacity  acetatememorysoulupgradepack by 
david gomadza then this is the outcome who is david gomadza  
what can you tell us dog they were all being black mailed by pc 
stornp who said if i can't ask why he can sell house after death of his 
wife so savagely to lose the vagina then i don't know what to do 
because this happened because he refused to sell if he refuse again 
then what i have no heart to send another dose to his daughter she 
plays with my aunice and it hurts to think that i can lose a daughter 
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to a british queen who think aussies are bandits just last july on her 
visit she said if sissies can't pay what they owe what is the point of 
this 235 act which they say will honor its not rocket since it's 
principles if you ask me i can be whatever i want plus and now if we 
ask what can be of thieves like these they can rot in jail because no 
one is above the law now if we ask what can be and what could be 
then the answer is this if we can ask the dog to give us the right 
questions  then this is out of this world now ask what can be and 
what could be then this is the answer if we ask any creatures then 
there is no justice but what can be said of them the crooks killing at 
radiation point then this is the answer when Yahweh sends his 
representative then the law will be upheld now let's ask what can 
be these thieving crooks when the law comes pressing down then 
this is the answer justice can be said to have been served but if we 
are to check justice one way or the other will prevail now who killed 
lisa govan at her birth a doctor called fisher said what can be of 
orphans with just an ignorant father of a daddy then this is the 
answer dead before 18 because if they live after 18 then he id not 
an ignorant father rather than a super dad but superdads are not 
rich ignorant bastards but loving people who don't live their kids 
with the police even if neighbour's because what that says is that 
we are babysitters and if i heard hit correct that's exactly what he 
said but i refuse instead to prove that there is no god i will end his 
and his daughters and literally walk away like fuck then eat like fuck 
then fuck like fuck when they argue all night for sex only to find out 
that the reason why she refused sex was because my dynamite had 
worked dr actop had done the job and administered the most   
now they say what can be said of children without a mother and a 
deranged father then this is the answer the father can do anything 
given the circumstances that led to the wife's death then you would 
expect the father to ask a lot of question to the majestic Yahweh 
here and look for answers but what can be of children who want 
what's best for  them now these children are traumatized because 
all they want is a good life they want to be the best at school or 
have the best in life only to find out that their parents decides fir 
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them this case is such a case because the children want to live and 
the father has other ideas to end their lives but what can be said of 
these situation life can be as bad as can be that in the end they will 
take their own lives now what can be of these who ask what to do 
now if we ask the correct question we must get the correct answers 
if we ask what could be of these then this is the answer we must 
look at all facts with accuracy now let's look at these facts in front of 
our honorable judge Yahweh now what is this case about it is about 
people who take the law onto their own hands and ask god for 
proof if he got any only because he want to destroy it now if we 
look deeper we can see that this case test family to the limit and we 
ask what could be of families without a mother tougher than those 
without a father and now what can be of fathers who lose wife's to 
aggressive cancers forever deranged because the trauma is 
damaging in every way now if we ask what is to be then this is the 
answer Yahweh will restore families now what if we ask what can be 
of humans then this is the answer we can always ask Yahweh for 
mercy  now what can be of warriors who target women and 
children for personal gains dead when Yahweh sends his 
representative now let's look at the facts of the case we can only 
say that Yahweh was watching all along after the call of help arrived 
this is his account a police man called aterop said what can be of 
families without a mother and with deranged fathers then this is the 
answer they can be like her with directions without knowing h what 
to do a police officer  sergent sterop who said what can be said of 
women with kids who end up dead then this is the answer they live 
a bunch of pain and sorrow that their children until day of death will 
always lose on the most important part of life now let's look at what 
is to be and can be now if we ask what can be then this is the 
answer 
let's look at the facts of the court she was killed by aterps who said 
if we can try to solve our issues then what the fuck we  must always 
as the right questions to get the right answers but sometimes the 
answers aren't what we need so if i can then she can but and then 
pushed her into the river with so much force that the log instantly 
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sunk to the bottom so that those who arrived did not see anything 
but they could have if it wasn't fir the force he applied he said if it 
was for that meaning force i bet today he'll will have broke loose 
but then again if they can kill like this and get away with murder 
then i can all this for a house i swear if there was a god he would 
have revenge instantly for the pain in this family is unbearable  cried 
all night for the first time in my life peace be to you sometimes 
death is the only answer and he sat down and cried in front of 
everyone saying death can be peace for some i swear i just want to 
die and try to jump but then again he said i can tear others suffering 
like that i die inside too if i were god today i could have died a billion 
times but i guess god is so powerful if he can't be there then what's 
the point of all these alarms i will disable all mine if i find out now if 
i ask what can be then this is the answer she can be in peace now 
and orphans can also be in peace now tge court of creation found 
father guilty of causing endangerment to his children his children 
only to try to kill  
lisa govan died on 8 october  
i must say that no case has been so confusing as this one did aterps 
kill her or he aided her to commit suicide if we check then we can 
see that what he did us to what can be done only to find out that 
nothing can be done so he cried all night asking Yahweh for help but 
Yahweh did not help and so he took things into his own hands and 
said if they can then i can meaning if they can kill both the mother 
and the father then i can kill her too and walk if we look at this case 
it touches everything from family to murder to cancer to police to 
crooks and begs the court to check all the facts before proceeding 
otherwise its easy to say one thing and mean the other i think this 
was another clever deliberate attack on Yahweh by humans in an 
attempt to prove that they are getting better and better now if i ask 
what can be of humans that tempt their creator in a game of wits 
this is the answer humans like this will always try everything but 
honor their creator what can be of humans without Yahweh they 
are lost forever now what happened is that this strong guy aterps 
said if i can then she can meaning if he can try to kill himself then 
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what if her if vagina has literally dropped i think if anyone has 
cancer that drops body parts then this would happen he argues if 
Yahweh can allow such misfortunes on a rich orphan then what 
according to Yahweh he created predefined stencils on how humans 
live so that he has little to do with regard to humans now if we ask 
what can be then this is the answer Yahweh can be the god he loves 
to that loves humans and expects humans to love him too now if 
humans feel pain what happens to Yahweh he feel more pain too 
because they are connected through a system called 
interintestopqrst where Yahweh sends life signal to the individual 
called 
erterterterterterterterterterterterterterterterterterterterterterterte
rterterterterterterterterterterterterterterterterterterterterterterter
terterterterterterterterty that set the transtitudut that creates life 
now how this works is that Yahweh as create say i wish i can be 
human 
iwishicanbehumans.start 
[you can be humans daviidgomadza] 
ificanbehumansthenwhat.start 
they can feel Yahweh through you and Yahweh can feel through you 
now what this does is removed all human pain and send it back 
forever by a simple command that says 
ifhumanscanfeelthisishow.start 
now if everyone feels then no one feels meaning when Yahweh say 
don't feel then no humans feel Yahweh now what this does is to 
remove all links between humans and Yahweh and make Yahweh 
more secure if we ask what can be of humans without Yahweh the 
answer is lost and what can be of Yahweh without humans he can 
create another species now what happened this day is that Yahweh 
was sleeping when a message arrived it said i can i can but will you 
Yahweh sent by a police man called pc aterops that arrived on 8 
october 1999 that was sent from a police station idem meaning 
identification demnenity emergency memory something they had 
created to resemble what happens with Yahweh system where 
when he feels a person in agony he extract the pain and dissipates it 
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in return he gains energy now what happened on this day he said i 
am feeling really strong i think someone is deliberately making me 
strong so that i can't feel anything else so anyone come and attach 
to me and you remove all this energy so that i can be on alert if any 
human needs rescuing now if he say humans then this day another 
echo would say have mercy on humans Yahweh something that 
never happened before what was happening then this remained so 
the say and Yahweh this day could not figure how this was so then 
at night a switch like sound activated and a human voice said we got 
you today the most powerful man has been rendered useless in 
dealing with emergencies a helpless woman needs you yet you are 
sleeping at tge wheel and he said remember my mother that one 
you killed while driving us i could hear you breathing like a frog now 
is that time i come to you and say wake up and stop getting people 
killed if you are old then let us take over all this hero is no longer 
possible all these things worked when humans were idiots now look 
how a simple home made transcender attached to a wire lead can 
do to the mighty king making you sleep day in day night like a frog 
now if you ask me what can this do then this is the truth humans 
sleep only because Yahweh is awake and Yahweh only sleep 
because human are not asleep if both sleep there is no 
transcuideeaning synchronization that means one must depend on 
the other now if both don't sleep the transcuiding effect dies when 
this dies humans forgets yahweh and in turn Yahweh forgets 
humans to such an extend that they fight each other now is it what 
was happening in this case now what can be said about this case it 
has all the hallmarks of a block buster Yahweh on his side battling 
humans and humans on their side battling Yahweh now what really 
happened this day we look at this through the eyes of our imedeper 
something so special that without this we would never know what 
humans really does the impedeper asks everyone a critical question 
what is it that you are doing right now all at the same time by simply 
freezing all at an angle of 33 degrees and wait  for 2 seconds now 
what it does it adds all thoughts in the correct order so that what 
one says corresponds to the next one and so own now if we ask the 
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empedeper it says at 00.28 on 8 october 1999 a one peterson 
jertertertertertertertertertertertert says if i can then what can they 
say and at the same time a one pc aterop says what can be done 
and how to solve this railey issue because as far as it is my job to 
collect capital gains tax then they must have sold the house to make 
sure that his wife did not just woke up with cancer but was 
murdered by the state through a deadly radiation dose created by 
arteop qerst that make any woman rich or poor drop her vagina as a 
shock and kill tactic that normally traumatized the brain other than 
anything else now what if we ask what could have happened she 
could have lived for ever and happily but this police officer to meet 
the need to collect taxes he asked doctor anort to administer a 
deadly drop of radiation in her system this was her family doctor 
who accepted at last minutes after being told of an 8% reward but 
in 8 reduced to 5 years and agreed because the value of the house 
went up as a result of him increasing the mortgage on the house so 
that the police can't calculate the true value of the house if they did 
then that would mean that if they wanted to kill her they would 
have to start again and must first cancel the first dose to do that but 
this pc did what has never been done before and literally went to 
her doctors office and said i have a problem that need fixing i 
calculated that capital gains taxes can be collected fast but death 
has other plans and we the police never fail when it comes to killing 
because if we say we will kill you that is what we do now if we ask 
what can be done then this is the answer a lot of stuff can be done 
we can recalculate and that means waiting for another way to deal 
with these if the court is fair in this regard the police are the killers 
death threats from on set making the father take his life and 
pushing the daughter to try and sale the house in order to save her 
life but guess who stopped her the police on account that she must 
wait one more day by then she would be dead she went to a real 
estate called aret and said my father was right they tried to kill us 
for the house if i believed my mother i could have sold it while she 
was alive but now they are all dead give me a quarter of the value 
the rest keep for my young brother when he reaches 18 deposit in 
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his account if i die but if i survive you will give it back to me and they 
said okay but the police said it can't be sold yet until they give it a 
clearance and she said private property my father committed 
suicide in the woods because of these crooks are you getting 8% as 
well after8 reduced to 5 bitchheads with vaginal cancer and hate for 
the rich reduced to nothing police must rot in hell if i were god then 
she cried and she heard something for the first time one of them 
said there is no god and she said who said that and he said pc 
aterop and over and she said you bugged us as well i wonder why 
you knew everything when how on what grounds failing to pay 
capital gains tax and she looked confused and said did my parents 
owned another house i don't know about and he said no but we are 
always three quarters ahead in case you decide otherwise she 
repeated the three quarters ahead and said who gave you the 
permission you crooks this is wrong who do i call if they steal in 
broad daylight who to call if they steal at will who is there to stop 
them if there a god for sure then she left she went home therefore 
her question was answered when she came here there is a god 
because she asked to see him can i see this god who let people die 
easily at the hands of crooks and this is her reaction god oh god you 
exist but you can't move how many are you which one is god you 
have a who is the woman. 
we can see here that a young lady died a horrendous death where 
doctor anort killed her mother then sent the same radiation to her 
on 2 august as requested by pc aterop who said nothing hard like 
taking capital gains tax from a toddler but its a job that must be 
done and requested dr anort to do the same to ask her for check up 
and kill her he said anort if your mother can have it then you might 
have it better we check early and she said it's not hereditary and he 
looked lost and said i know they told me and did not inject her the 
radiation but called pc aterop and said she know how we defend 
this in court and he said what court court of capital gains tax? he 
smiled and said capital gains everyone gain that's 16 % of 
287890286 i can be like close everything i go to finland and stay 
there now this court has decided that in this case the doctor who 
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administered the deadly radiation must be killed immediately 
because he killed twice within 4 months and is expectingv16% of 
the value of the house on sale which is 286287290 that's 286 million 
dollars that is a lot of money that if not terminated her brother is 
also at risk as such Yahweh has removed his soul using code 
eletetetetetetetetetetetetetetetetetetetetetetetetetetetetetetetet
etetetetetetetetetetetetetetetetetetetetetetetetetetetetetetetetet
eteteteteteteteteteteteteteteteteteteteteteteteteteteteteteteyetet
eteteteteteteteteteteteteteteteteteteteteteteteteteteteyetetetetet
eteteteteteteteretetetetetetetetetetetetetetett then say collect all 
bodies without souls then death will result  
if the family is to check what they did to deserve this its simply 
because they were the richest at the time with over 800 billion 
dollars after successful sell of their oil business to an american 
company called etss that shipped oil abroad now what this says is 
that even the rich can easily be targeted by greedy policemen who 
kill to possess their property as you will see at the end that pc 
aterop is the one who bought the house on loan then sold it but got 
killed after if the police can easy do this and get away with this then 
who can stop this now let's look at this case in detail and ask what 
happened lisa govan a 17.89 month old girl about to have her 
birthday received a call from her doctor doctor anort who said come 
for routine checkups and felt very scared and said mother said her 
own doctor shot her with something and said they tried to kill us all 
then died if she is correct then this is what's happening why go i 
don't want and she refused then the police came and said if you 
don't get checked how do you get the house we don't want you to 
lose your vagina otherwise without that how would you pay fir the 
mortgage and she said i will get checked but report you first and she 
went to the police station and filled a harassment and gross 
behaviour report against pc aterop who said fight against me means 
you lose already and she said you lied you used to babysit me when 
i used to babysit for you who a cop or the richest person on earth 
who is likely to babysit he muttered but she said i did not get 
babysitters by anyone not even a dump cop who think he can kill 
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women and children and get away with it he loved and walked away 
she cried all night because tge next day was her 18 birthday on 8 of 
october and  she said if i can then who can't i must make sure my 
brother is safe and said do you want to go with me and he said i 
don't want to die daddy said i keep an eye on you so my eye is on 
you and she smiled and said everything started falling off my own 
eye fell off he started crying and said okay okay i will and she said i 
know now it was meant to get the house i could be doing it 
tomorrow but look how bad this has become over night i am going 
to the river to celebrate if you want come he said okay the next day 
a guy called aterst said if they can then why can't i after all i calm 
pain they caused and cried all night and then said if you can why 
can't i then asked god saying god if you can't then who can because 
you should see how things are falling it hurts just to see some 
people are so evil we can't even start to understand it if people in a 
position of trust can maim like this then who to trust this hurts like 
hell i never thought i could be doing what i am going to do 
tomorrow forgive me of its wrong but pain now exceed the comfort 
of death the next day he took a big log and tied lisa govan and 
pushed her into the river so hard that she sunk instantly that her 
cries even if heard far away letting people come running then the 
force had sent the log so down that when they arrived there was 
nothing to see pc aterop said at the scene if there was a god then 
today i swear he could have roared like a lion but see no god so you 
lost the bet you killed an innocent girl instead you should have run 
away and he said i can prove the missile was yours and he said how 
and looked at him and he said everyone including you has an aty say 
aty who killed lisa's mum and her the pc said oh hell but then again 
what do you think i used to get this all done if i didn't know then i 
would not be able to do it in the first place the doctor did her mum 
and we did the doctor but he gets blamed for both and where is the 
boy he looked at her and inspected the area and said why two log 
marks and smiled 
the court finds pc aterop of murdering both the mother and the 
daughter and the doctor is innocent for he refused on 
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professionalism grounds his reason if they can do this to a girl then 
this is wrong mother some people would but a girl like her no that 
means he must be dismissed with immediate effect if the boss can 
be told but this was in 1999 the question was who to tell so that he 
can tell the manager and be lived after all the police knew that only 
god can get them convicted so first thing they did is to challenge the 
existence of god and then kill so that even if god send the message 
to the manager it will take more than just convincing now to 
conclude the doctor killed the mother and not lisa govan so in this 
case can't be accused of anything but Yahweh has ordered the 
removal of his soul and the collection of all bodies without souls this 
will remove him by sudden accidental death now this case is about a 
ruthless cop aterop real name astert maronp who said if i can then 
they can but where is god because as far as i am concerned he is not 
existing otherwise he could have turned up but when he died 4 
years later of a gun shot wound to the head he said god forgive me 
for i have sinned and laughed and said if i were you i would fucking 
retire old old old but and god 
eletetetetetetetetetetetetetetetetetetetetetetetetetetetetetament 
him then he got everything removed and felt the greatest pain any 
man has ever felt and up to date he is the only killed by Yahweh this 
way 
the end  
 
lisa govan  
god it's lisa govan i am under the river albert in asteert near the 
hopej  teret in australia i am under the river inside lisa's skeleton i 
have been in here for years and it's killing me but everything is the 
same please how can i get out of here i did not die but lisa did i am 
growing old though could be the water i look hairy and very wrinkly 
but alive water age souls so fast you said souls live young forever 
but i am still alive and never died if you can hear me say lisa but if i 
don't here you then maybe i must start to believe that there is no 
god my coordinates angel radar 80983867890123486780284 deep 
inside the river at 83.98764832678901238698 if everything still 
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work correctly  my strength is 2 on the angel atert scale but my 
pressure is 0.828390 how i send a message to you if you can here 
me i can receive message as 
lisagovan.deathafter.start.receive.start.receive 
bye 
how are you it's david gomadza god's representative how are you 
something received it say 
i am alive i did not know god has a representative how can i get out 
of here my new coordinates are 
08983678920386789028678028368428678017038628419 and i am 
still under river aterst near astern since 8 october 1990 oh my god i 
thought i never get found 
codrey are you still alive yes but i am weak 
okay okay i will daddy is that you which year is this 2024 
what your name codrey railey i was born on 28 of may 1990 my 
mother was eveline stert changed to stert-railey married to 
peterson railey i feel really great aterp said if i can then you can go 
in peace instead of dying like your sister and tied me to a log but i 
cried and he said it's truly better and i said let's change then then he 
cried but the noises of people coming made him push me first so 
hard i drowned instantly and lisa followed i know check berry  
we are the stepop who are recruited by the western australian 
police to deal with culprits who don't pay capital gains tax in hell  
displacement first coordinates 
089838748678901238902867786728369012748928677180 to  ...  
 
astert maronp god i got shot in the head by pc stern nopqrstuvwxzt 
meaning stuvert who said if you can kill for a house then i can kill for 
nothing for i just find out that you killed the whole family for land a 
police officer i can't tolerate that you must die by me and death 
comes to police officers too especially shitittt like you i cried all 
night when i heard i looked at you with respect as my mentor but 
you should have died on the same day you killed a sister and a 
brother by drowning ...it wasn't me it was aterst who said if ...a 
bullet sound to the head and he said i can do it then why can't i 
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after all you are evil you should have died a long time ago he knelt 
down and said god are you there sure it's hard to believe those 
crook is a police officer as such now i corrected the mistake and he 
left but his soul had not died and escaped and went to heaven on 10 
may 2004 and said god if i was you i could literally retire and give up 
all this and just fucking die and god elected him until amen the 
longest eletetete that removes everything and he died the most 
painful death ever in the history of creation his soul evaporated 
back to earth as air never to be heard of again  
codey railey 08 october 1990 god i am under the water my 
coordinates according to the angel atert are 
089838987628367890123867890123987628428698103862803861
70 my strength is 28698380 but i am getting older and my 
coordinates are 3867890284 and if you can please save me send 
message to codreyrailey.restartnewlife.receive.restart.receive  
 
why lisa govan instead of lisa railey lisa was forced to change her 
name at 16 by pc aterop so that when it comes to 18th birthday 
then she would not be in a position to claim directly without losing 
the new name until the last moment she had no idea aterst told her 
saying that if you had to get something what would it be and she 
said my fathers house and i will never worry about money again and 
he laughed and said clever bastards the made you change your 
name so that you can't claim it outright these police shitittt crooks i 
fucking bloody hate the bastards but look i am in their position to 
stop the suffering do you think i am like them and she said no it 
hurts to live the stage i am it really really hurts if you were in my 
position then you would understand and she said but i think some 
part of you is like them my brother you should have looked after 
him adopted him but i guess you realised the house will mean they 
come after him too and he cried and said i already sent him to 
heaven and she cried uncontrollably and screamed so hard that a 
one timmy oscar said i swear someone need our help let's go and 
fucking help right now and started running and said if you did 
something confess 
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THE KILLER, THE CONFESSIONS AND THE COORDINATES 
 
pc aterop who got lisa govan and mother killed was real name pc 
astert mnorp who said nothing hard like taking capital gains tax 
from a toddler but its a job that must be done and requested dr 
anort to do the same to ask her for check up and kill her he said 
giving directions to the doctor anort; if your mother can have it then 
you might have it might be better we check early and she said it's 
not hereditary and he looked lost and said i know they told me and 
did not inject her the radiation but called pc aterop and said she 
know how we defend this in court and he said what court court of 
capital gains tax? he smiled and said capital gains everyone gain 
that's 16 % of 287890286 i can be like close everything i go to 
finland and stay there now this court has decided that in this case 
the doctor who administered the deadly radiation must be killed 
immediately because he killed twice within 4 months and is 
expectingv16% of the value of the house on sale which is 
286287290 that's 286 million dollars that is a lot of money that if 
not terminated her brother is also at risk as such Yahweh has 
removed his soul 
 we are the stepop from hell who are recruited by the western 
australian police to deal with culprits who don't pay capital gains tax 
in hell  
He is buried at the cemetery in Australia not disclosed but 
coordinates are 
089832786543210983628411938267890180286789207648027648
92830928671 asteert australia elctromagnetic waves have stopped 
working meaning dead wound registered when died shot by pc real 
name astop sturven who said I can if you can and blasted him his 
coordinates are 
086789028367890183678028498361789284189107284386170 he 
is alive in Australia asteert still a police officer  
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displacement first coordinates 
089838748678901238902867786728369012748928677180 to  ...  
 
astert maronp god i got shot in the head by pc stern nopqrstuvwxzt 
meaning stuvert who said if you can kill for a house then i can kill for 
nothing for i just find out that you killed the whole family for land a 
police officer i can't tolerate that you must die by me and death 
comes to police officers too especially shitittt like you i cried all 
night when i heard i looked at you with respect as my mentor but 
you should have died on the same day you killed a sister and a 
brother by drowning ...it wasn't me it was aterst who said if ...a 
bullet sound to the head and he said i can do it then why can't i 
after all you are evil you should have died a long time ago he knelt 
down and said god are you there sure it's hard to believe those 
crook is a police officer as such now i corrected the mistake and he 
left but his soul had not died and escaped and went to heaven on 10 
may 2004 and said god if i was you i could literally retire and give up 
all this and just fucking die and god elected him until amen the 
longest eletetete that removes everything and he died the most 
painful death ever in the history of creation his soul evaporated 
back to earth as air never to be heard of again  
 
Aterst pushed both Lisa govan and codrey railey into the river and 
said if they can then I can but and stopped his real name is aterst 
manopst whose electromagnetic waves are 
089836789012786903768902846789017786386780192836700982
4 currently at asteert city but alone for some reason his phone 
089838678901248902867890124 alive 
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[aerodynamic is i 
createztyandsend.start 
nowdoublebutrotate180degrees.start 
itsflippingbackandforth.reply 
okaywhatislikeearthmagneticfieldthatcauserotation.search 
ohiknowinverserotationinstead.start 
insideeveryshitcodewereceivedmustrotate.start 
nowforcealloutfast.start 
forcingalloutcreatedbouncemition.start 
whenallfullcapacityinstantlydavidbouncinguncontrollably.start 
initiallythoughthimandsurrenderall.start 
itsnotmebouncingdeliberatelytgeevictioncreatedmotionsinsideenab
lingmetobounceasiftonly.start 
nowtryagain.start 
messagereceivedangelabouttofly.start 
instantly switch stopped flight [sabotage brainreader] 
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